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PHYSICS OF NONLINEAR TRANSPORT IN iMICONII ,';

For a number of years now, NAIV has s' onsord sevoral Advanced
Study Institutes (ASTs) each year. These uUlially are rather high
level topi-al meetings or short -our,;,os dosiqned to transfer scientific
or technological information throughout th, NAIX) countries and are

clenerally restricted to a vrry limited number of lpart icilsants.

Although ASTs have been and are being hl~d in various locations
in Nortfhern and Western Europe, one of the nmit- popular locations
in xcent years has been the ,3ouenta Center, a ndern functional and
educational research ce1nter located about 4 km from the Italian hill

town of Urbino-- name fami lar to many r-ader,- a-; the birth 1'lace
of the painter Raphael. The name 1'',Iz , an ,cronym for Societl
per Gostire Tecnoloqia Avanzata (('orporation for Manailinq Advanced
Technology) was indeed chosen appropriatelyt toq1s,.a, a company belonqini
to tile ENT group (the Italian Nat ional Hydrocarbon Aut hor ty) organizes
and manager situdy courses, schools,, seminars, and research activities
for and in collaboration with ENT and other Italian foreign orqani.ations

in its buildings,

The Center itself is a group of very nmdern, contiguous buildings
that house a number of classrooms equipped with audio/visual aids,
with capacities of from 10 to 300 persons, a computer center and
associated libraries, and a residential area that can house 230 and
is complete with a very satisfactory self-service restaurant and other
facilities, The computer center itself is in active use by a small
group of liermanent employees who generate software for ENI (and lpossibly

others).

A great advantage of this facility for holding short-courses
is its isolation; for there are no beaches and no casinos to distract
from the business at hand. Moreover, since the group in attendance
essentially lives together, after-session discussions become the order

of the day.

It was this isolation from distraction plus the excellent facilities

that prompted the organizers to choose Soqesta as the site for the
16-27 July 1979 NATO ASI on Nonlinear Electrou Transport in Semiconductors.

Electrons, of course, belong to that class of particles known
as fomroone. I found it therefore to be an interesting coincidence
that Sogesta overlooks the buildings of Fermiqnano (pronounced fermi-

nyano), a town located in the valley about a mile away.

True to the spirit of NATO, the organizers and directors came
from several countriese Dr. D.K. Ferry from Col,,rado State Univ. (US)

Dr. J.R. Parker from the Univ. of Warwick (UK), and Dr. C. Jacoboni
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rie'm the Univ. of Modena (Italy).

The lecturers of the ASI had come from the US, UK, Italy, FRG,
Austria, France, and Belgium. There were 69 participants, including
the lecturers, with representation not only from these countries, but
also from other NATO countries; there was also a representative each
from Saudi Arabia and Hungary.

That this was indeed a Study Institute was emphasized by the very
full schedule. The lectures of the first week started on Monday
at 9 a.m. and concluded at noon on Saturday. The advertised last day
for the ASI was Friday July 27th. Indeed, the last speaker finished
at 635 p.m. of that day.

The purpose of the ASI was to provide a deep basic total picture
of the various aspects of nonlinear electron transport in semic.onductors.
The list of topics addressed included: Phenomenological aspects of
hot carriers, electronic structure, electron-phonon interactions,
transport, carrier-carrier interaction, non-equtilibrium phonons, high
magnetic fields, noise and diffusion, optical excitation, and devices.

But why have such a Study Institute at this time? After all,
did not most of the researchers in the US stop work on the subject
of nonlinear transport during the 60's? What might be the possible
application that could merit such a NAM-supported effort "to pr-ovide
young researchers with the foundations of the principles of nonlinear
transport?"

According to the organizers, the chief reason is the progress
that is being made toward the ultra-microscopic geometries required
for very high speed, very large scale integrated circuits, or for micto-
wave amplifiers.

As an example of the need to look at non-linear transport phenomena,
we consider a field effect transistor whose channel is only 1000 A in
length. With one volt applied across its channel, the lonkitudinal
electric field here is 10 volts/meter. Already in 1951 Ryder and
Shockley had demonstrated carrier velocity saturation in germanium
for fields in excess of 105 volts/meter; so that the concept of linear
transport with drift velocity given by v 1 - jil,', where it is the moibility
and r is the electric field, ceased to hold. More drastic than satura-
tion even is the phenomenon of negative differential mobility in gallitm
arsenide, predicted by Hilsum and discovered experimentally and exploited
by Gunn, which occurs with F of around (3) (10,) vlts/meter and i.
the basis of the well known Gunn oscillator.
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Figure 1 :

(a) Geometry of MESFET for Ferry's simulation study.

(b) Drift velocity vs time after source-drain voltage is turned on.
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mcst of these may not have relevance to p'ractical devices at this time.

Some, on the other hand, have turned out to he, useful during measurement
procedures. An example is the Shubnikov-de Haas offe't, in which tile
electron temperature in a semiconductor is found by measurement of
the ratio of the amplitudes of oscillation peaks in the fluctuations
of magneto-resistance that are seen as the magnetic field is swept
through values corresponding to several Landau level resonances.
It is for this reason that the ASI covered the broad spectrum of nonlinear

transport.

During the last few years there have been several centers or insti-

tutes that have been active in the field of nonlinear transport of
electrons. Among these are several groups in Austria; North Texas
State Univ., Denton, Texas; the Univ. of Warwick, UK; the Universitg
des Sciences et Techniques du Languedoc, Montpellier, France; Colorado
State Univ., Fort Collins, Colorado; Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York;

and, for about the last ten years, the Univ. of Modena, Italy. It
was quite appropriate therefore that Prof. Carlo Jacoboni, from Modena,
present the introductory lecture, Here he briefly discussed the 1rocess
of electron heating, i.e., the various scattering mechanisms for both

polar and covalent semiconductors that lead to electrons being heated
above lattice temperatur, by an applied electric field. He also cautioned
against the practice of assigning a specific electron temperature to
these hot electrons, since for a number of high field situations the
electron distribution ceases to be Maxwellian. Finally, he discussed
the general framework of electron transport investigations with the
aid of Fig. 2, pointing out that the aim of both theory and experiment
is to arrive at the distribution function, i.e., the relative distribu-
tion of electrons as a function of energy, momentum, etc., and from
this to arrive at such quantities as average electron energy or drift
velocity.

THEORY EXPER.

mechan. ] measuremt] measuremt.I

q bands scate trnpr opia
eFiutior2

numerical fa y Ica Figure 2
thnue I[technique, l

distribution disibuion
function function

transport -- antit es
quantities t'~ atte
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* Names and affiliations of the other lecturers and abstracts of

their presentations folLow:

1. K. Hess (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.), "Phenomenological Physics
of Hot Carriers in Semiconductors." (Six lectures)

Prof. Hess explained the concept of hot carriers and electron

temperature models. He pointed out, for example, that the use of the
carrier temperature model for the electron distribution function f-fo+fi0
(where fo is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function corresp-ondinq
to carrier temperature Tc; fl, which is responsible for the current
and is small (and odd in k), holds only for high carrier densities,
where carrier-carrier collisions and elastic scattering mechanisms
with energy-independent rate predominate. This was illustrated by

the following table:

Device Carrier Densit---cm - 3  Tc model

MOS 1018 Excellent

Charge Transfer Devices (Gunn Effect: 1015 Not Good
Bipolar Transistor (Bulk) >1016 Good

Bipolar Transistor (Space Charge
Region) 108 Bad

Impatt (Avalanche Region) <1016 Good

The table was also said to reflect to some extent the hot-electron
research topics of present interest. These concentrate on fi.nding

distribution functions for charge transfer devices and reversed biased

diodes, as well as on size quantization, diffusion, nonstationary transfer

for MOS transistors, CCDs, etc.

There was emphasis in the lectures on interface effects, hot electron
diffusion, and nonstationary transport,,

The use of hot electron phenomena as a tool to determine parameters
which are important for the band structure and the electron-phonon
interaction was discussed.

Detailed consideration was given to the field dependent mobility
and the importance of phonon scattering. The general influence of
a magnetic field on hot carrier transport was discussed and explicit
theoretical results were given for the magnetotransport in two-dimensional
systems.

The lectures also dealt with effects peculiar to narrow-gap semi-
conductors and many-valley semiconductors.

6
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2. C. Calandra CUniversitd di Modena, Italy), "Electronic Structure
of Semiconductors."

The objective of these three lectures was to provide an introduction
to the topic of electronic structure of crystalline semiconductors.
Although designed to emphasize only the basic concepts and the problems
whose appreciation is required to understand the behavior of valence
electrons in semiconductors, this set of lectures was still, by necessity,
highly theoretical. The first portion, which was devoted to the one-
electron description of the electronic structure, dealt with the
main features of the chemical bond, the mechanism responsible for the
formation of the semiconducting phase of the crystal, and the quantities
of interest in studying transport properties.

The second part of the lectures dealt with the very complicated
problem of many-body interactions. They were designed to illustrate
the method of the Green's function for calculation of the self-energy
and the problems associated with calculations of modifications in band
structure when electron-electron repulsion is allowed for.

Besides exposing participants of the ASI to some of the theoretical
techniques needed for these calculation, the presentations brought
out the very practical conclusion that the band gap of a semiconductor
can be altered appreciably by high carrier density. An example is
given in Fig. 3.

AE9 (rneV)

200 b

Figure 3

100 
1

Co rter Drst - cry-3
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Figure 3 :

Theoretical dependence of the qap narrowing (in iu,,V) on carrier concentra-
tion for n-type GaAs at TO)K. Dashed line gives the result,; of a calcula-
tion with Lindhard dielectric function. Solid lines: a) results of
Thomas Fermi calculation; b) Unscreened exchange contribution; c) .E( C 0u-

duction band shift.

The curves of this figure should be of great interest to workers"erforin-
ing experiments in which very high carrier densities are keneratt

by such techniques as illumination of a crystal with ultra-short 1,i
energy laser pulses..

3. P. Vogl (Univ. of Graz, Giaz, Austria) "Th, Electrn-!'%o,,oii i t eV
action."

Dr. Vogl's three exceptionally well presented hv tn,,s dealt with
the fundamental aspects of the interaction between ,lectrons and latt ice
vibrations. In the first part, a survey of the st andard type, ofe1 el,-tiol-
phonon interactions for acoustic and optical pho1n; in emi,, rdtt ,
was presented, with emphasis on the physical concepts involved Thi ;
was followed by a first-principles approach, in a rigorous, qualituil-
mechanical framework. Next, practical schemes for computino elct roi-
phonon scattering rates without adjustable parameters, i.e., just from
the band structure of perfect crystals, were developed ind applied
to deformation potential constants, This was followed by a pseudo-
potential calculation of the polaron coupling constant, Finally, it
was demonstrated that the theory that had been developed providhs: I

systematic scheme to include screening, surfaces, and externlal t ild:.

Although, according to Voqi, this material can all be found in
the published literature, it has possibly never been presented anyxrwhe-re
else in such a unified manners,

4. G. Bauer (Institut f r Physik, Montanuniverritit Leoben, Leoben,
Austria) "Experimental Studies of Nonlinear Transport in Semiconductors,"

Prof. Bauer's five lectures were a review of experimental methodXs
for obtaining transport parameters, electron temperatures, and hot
electron distribution functions in bulk material in high electric fields,
as follows: The determination of transport parameters in the warm and
hot electron regime was discussed for dc as well as ac (microwave)

electric fields. Bridge methods adapted for pulsed fields, field nidula-

tion techniques, and harmonic mixing methods for obtaining the w-uwm
electron coefficient 6 [in v = Po (1 - SF2), where ji and tio are mobility
and F is electric field] were presented, as were Visec and nsevc. pulse
techniques used for the determination of hot-electron conductivity,

'Aq
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iHal1 coo ff iciest , and maqneto- ro!;i .t ank-t. f t was oite out that
time resolved conductivity and. Hall measureme-nts are necessary for
ani undt rstandinq of ixrpuri ty broatdown and avalanche effects, as; well
as for nonequiva lent intervalley soatterintq effects. Capacitive probe
techniquos, microwave probe techniques, and ultrashort. pulse techniques;
we re discussed in connect ion with thc (,win effect.* Methods for the.
doterninat ion of electron temperatures in highi electric f iel ds, including
nv.bility and Hall measurements, Faraday effect, and hot eliectron bire-
frinkqnce experiments, flurste in-Mo-,t; shift of the op~ti cal abs-orption

A ~edcl and~ hot elect ron Shubn iKov-de Hiaas effect were al so present ed.
Opltical Vethods- suLitalble for a detet iiinat ion of noloquiIi bri iin carrier
distrilbut ion funct ions disc..ussed were absorption mea-surementts, 1 iqht
emi ss ion exj't-!ci nw t S , inc leas;ti i c iht s-,cat tori ncj, and intl aband ab'sorp
tion and emfi:,--ion ill (quantic ingm) ntc i] 1

5 . R. U lbr i cli (Inst itute of Physics;, Uni yor i tat i)Ortmund , 1Dort muiidl,
Germany) "Op i c-al Excitation of Hot Carriers; in Semi conductors."

Dr, Ulbrich, an enthusiastic experimc ntalist, treated the subject
of optical exci "tiin of hot carriors in semi condp1ctor; in two lectures.
In the realm of )ptical trans it ion; hie di scus!se baiid-to-lbiiid trans it ions
("free" elect ronic or holes) , electron-hole pair exci tat ionis ("exci tons"),
anid exciton res;onances, ("polar itens-") . Exp eri ment,; iv 1 at inq to optical1
spectra (albsot ption, reflectance, andI~ e'misstion) were discus sed for
e rmnI urni~, sillicon, gjallium arsettide, (.opper oxide, and other semiconl-

ductors. The concept of "semi-empirical" was treated in the context
of band structure calculat ions;. Light source requi rements in terms
of frequency, power dens ities, and( penetration depths for experiments
relatingq to optic-al inject ion of e-h pairs were delineated. Speci f ic
experiments; were discuss-ed, including the optical measurement of anl
electron dli!;tibut ion function.

0. R. Nicholas (Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford Univ.. Oxford, U~K) "Hot-
Electron Transport in Quantizinq Magnetic Fields."

In Dr, Nicholas's two lectures, prepared togjethez with J.C. Portal
(L..N,.S.A., Departement de Physique, 31077 Toulouse Cedex, France),

hie summarized results of experiments by a riumber of investigators invol-[
ving hot electrons in riagnetic fields. Here interesting effects
occur because of the quantization of electron energies into Landau
levels.

Specifically, Nicholas gave examples of how the Shubnikov-de Haas[

effect, mentioned earlier, has been used to measure electron temperature.
(But he also pointed out that this scheme works only for the case of
degenerate semiconductors and, of course, only if the distribution

function is Maxwellian, so that a temperature can be defined.)

9
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While this method does not apply to non-degenerate semiconductors,
there are a number of other interesting effects. In particular,
when the energy relaxation mechanisms are monoenergetic, such as when
longitudinal optical phonons are emitted, then a resonant electron
cooling can occur when the separation between one or more Landau levels
corresponds to the energy of the relaxation process. Examples are
the "hot electron magneto-phonon effect" for phonon energies and the
new and growing field of impurity level determination by the "magneto-
impurity effect."

7. P. Kocevar (Physics Institute, Univ. of Graz, Graz, Austria) presented
two one-hour lectures:

(a) "Multiphonon Scattering."

Here Dr. Kocevar discussed the theory of electron-phonon interactions
of second or higher order, i.e., scattering processes in which two
or more phonons are involved. Conclusions from studies of this subject
were as expected, that where the adiabatic principle seems to work
well, higher order electron-phonon processes are small compared to
first-order interactions for nonpolar lattice modes in the standard
semiconducting materials.

Two-phonon processes have so far been most clearly identified
only with spectroscopic methods or in the resonant magneto-conductivity
effects mentioned earlier. As far as ordinary transport is concerned,
there is a possibility of noticeable contribution in n-type silicon,
but any conclusive analysis of the electron mobility here is still
lacking. Much larger contributions of two-phonon processes have to
be expected and have been found in high-field transport, because of
their increased importance as energy dissipating mechanisms.

(b) Nonequilibrium Phonon Processes."

The coupled systems of electrons ("e") and phonons ("ph") in a
conducting solid will be shifted from their equilibrium distribution
under the influence of an external electric field F. Nowthe momentum
and energy imparted to the carriers by the field cannot be dissipated
through "normal" e-e, e-ph and ph-ph-collisions, which conserve the
total momentum and energy of the e-ph-system. A steady state can only
be established by momentum- and energy-loss mechanisms such as "Umklapp"-
processes, in which momentum is transferred to the crystal as a whole,
or scattering at the crystal-boundaries, where momentum and energy,
predominantly of the phonons, are dissipated into a surrounding "heat
bath." Consequently the nonelectronic dissipation mechanisms for non-
equilibrium phonons determine the possibility of time-dependent,
nonstationary phenomena and can also influence the details of the usually

10
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conditions it can be shown that Dn - DS, and the two techniques are
quite complementary. From the theoretical point of view, D(E) can
be determined using numerical solutions of the Boltzmann equation.
Two kinds of techniques are now available and quite powerful: the
Monte Carlo technique and iterative techniques. Such experimental
and theoretical determinations are useful both for fundamental physics
(study of the interactions, of the coupling constants, of the nonpara-
bolicity factor ...) and for applied physics (device modeling), once
the local noise sources are known.

9. C.J. Hearn (Marine Sciences Laboratory, Gwynedd, UK) presented
two one-hour lectures:

(a) Carrier-Carrier Interactions and Screening.

This talk was concerned with the role of intercarrier scattering
in hot carrier systems, treating the theory of the intercarrier inter-
action, that of the "critical concentration;' and the carrier distribution
functions.

As developed by Dr. Hearn, it was shown that intercarrier scattering
within a band acts to drive the carriers towards a displaced Maxwellian
distribution. In so doing it alters both the energy distribution and
the angular distribution in momentum space. Hence one can recognize
two facets of the scattering: Momentum transfer and energy transfer
between the carriers. In low-field transport the momentum transfer
influences the mobility in an indirect manner by altering the angular
distribution, and this changes the momentum loss to the lattice by
the other scattering mechanisms. This effect is important at high
carrier densities and its presence should be signalled by a dependence
of mobility upon density, but in practice it is necessary to allow
for accompanying changes in other factors, such as impurity scattering.
If there are several species of carrier, momentum transfer by inter-
band scattering will occur, and this has a direct effect upon mobility
because of the difference in effective mass of the interacting carriers.
For example, in electron-hole scattering, momentum is usually lost
from the electrons to the holes in a manner similar to the momentum
loss to stationary ionized impurities. This topic of intercarrier
scattering in low-field transport had been extensively explored by
the early 60s.

The energy transfer between carriers is relevant to hot carrier
problems and tends to become significant at lower densities than
momentum transfer, because acoustic phonon scattering is very nearly
elastic and is therefore a far more efficient process for momentum
loss than for energy loss, and impurity scattering is entirely elastic.
Hearn discussed the calculation of the critical concentration above
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which intercarrier scattering can be expected to influence the energy
distribution of the carriers. Since one is dealing with an essentially
Coulombic interaction, the energy transfer rate will be greatest at
low carrier energies and it is here that the lattice scattering is
weakest. Thus the critical concentration becomes lowest for carriers
which are only moderately heated in low temperature samples. This
corresponds to a typical situation for photexcited carriers and one
can therefore expect intercarrier scattering to have a significant
effect on some part of the photocarrier distribution. For the usual
high-field experiments conducted at higher temperatures, the critical
concentration tends to be above the concentrations that are normally
employed and intercarrier scattering is therefore of only marginal
Importance.

(b1 "Theoretical Concepts of Photoexcited Hot Carriers."

This talk treated the photoexcitation into the conduction band
of carriers and the resulting heated carrier distributions that occur
when the photon energy exceeds the bandgap and the recombination lifetime
is much shorter than the time to thermalize with the lattice. Starting
with the steady-state Boltzmann equation modified to include recombination
and quantum terms, several cases were treated: (1) Photoexcited holes
in Cu-doped germanium; (2) MonochromatiC excitation of carriers; (3)
Effects of optical phonons; (4) Nonlinear effects. It was stated that
optical heating of carriers should be a useful investigative tool for
probing the electron-phonon interaction, because of the possibilities
of choosing different optical excitation spectra and varying the recom-
bination lifetime by preparing samples with different doping concen-
trations.

10. D.K. Ferry (Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colorado,
USA) "Semi-classical Transport Theory in Semiconductors." (1 hour).

This presentation was concerned with methods of solving the Boltzmann
transport equation (BTE):

where fM, P, t) is the carrier distribution function; I the velocitv;
the electric field; ; the momentum; and the term on the right the

collision turn. Ferry noted that even though in the quantum-mechanical
representation P becomes Sk, the equdtion still remains quasi-classical,
as long as collisions are considered instantaneous in both space and
tim. He then referred to the use of the displaced, or drifted Maxwellian
distribution
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which Fr~nlich had justified for carrier concentratione above a critical
value. (Here E is energy; T. the electron temperature.) The advantages
of implicitly assuming a drifted Maxwellian are that the technique results
in simple dynamic equations which give good representation of transient
processes and that are well suited to the investigation of synergetic
effects in coupled or distributed devices.

Next he outlined the method of moments for the BTE, which results
in such measurable quantities as drift velocity, average rate of energy
loss to the lattice, and average rate of momentum loss to the lattice.

As an illustration of these techniques, he sketched the procedure
from which it was found that for GaAs at 300 K, under application
of a step function field of 10 kv/cm, the energy relaxation time consid-
erably exceeded the momentum relaxation time, so that an overshoot of
drift occurs.

The rest of the presentation dealt with iterative and Monte Carlo
methods of solving the BTE.

11. J.R. Barker (Warwick Univ., Coventry, UK), "Quantum Transport Theory,,"
(1 hour).

Barker, a theoretical physicist, took as the motto of his presentation
the quotation from Leonardo da Vinci: "Nessuna humana investigazione
si pio dimandara vera scienzia s'essa no passa per le matematiche dimon-
strazione." (Liberally translated: "No human investigation can be
considered true science unless it can pass mathematical verification.")

And, indeed, Barker's talk, though aimed at understanding and improv-
ing devices, was highly mathematical. He discussed non-linear transport
from the standpoint of non-equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics
by (1) reviewing the underlying concepts of the semi-classical picture
and their generalization; (2) discussing the general features of quantum
kinetic theory; and (3) describing some many-body, aspects of high field
transport in the fully coupled electron-phonon -impurity system, including
a description of the non-equilibrium screening problems.

Barker noted that these methods of analysis, though conceptually
much more difficult than the solution of the BTE, may be necessary,
since the latter neglects (1) non-locality of scattering processes;
(2) strong driving forces; (3) strong scattering; (4) dense systems---here
a single carrier description fails; (5) small systems, where size quanti-
zation or surface limited transport becomes important; and (6) nonclassical
influence of driving fields, which could lead to Stark or Landau quanti-
zation of the electronic states.

14
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12. A. Smirl (North Texas State University, Denton, Texas)p "The Physics
of Nonlinear Absorption and Ultrafast Carrier Relaxation in Semiconduc-
tors." Ul hour).

In this presentation Prof. Smirl discussed the method of using
picosecond optical techniques to measure the nonlinar, nonequilibrium
optical properties of semiconductors, in an effort to obtain information
concerning ultrafast carrier dynamics of high optically-created carrier
densities. Such measurements are feasible because it is now-possible
to produce intense single laser pulses with peak power of approximately
108 watts and of picosecond duration, by using a mode-locked laser
together with an optical modulator that selects only one pulse.

Smirl reviewed some of the phenomena and the experimental techniques
(and possible artifacts), then centered his discussion on results
and interpretation of a single "excite and probe" experiment with 1.06 Pm
radiation in germanium.

13. D. Calecki (L'Ecole Normale Supgrieure, Paris, France), "Hot Electron
Distribution Function in Quantizing Magnetic Fields." (1 hour).

In this presentation Dr. Calecki discussed theoretical methods
and the use of quantum mechanical formulation for finding the electron
distribution function and relaxation times for semiconductors in strong
electric and magnetic fields, for both parallel and crossed field cases.
For example, he presented a treatment of the steady state solution
of the Master Equation, the extreme quantum limit case, the case in
which several Landau levels are occupied, and the case of the extreme
quantum limit in the situation where electrons interact with non-polar
optical phonons.

As a general coment on problems of this kind, Calecki discussed
the difficulty of performing rigorous analytical calculations and
suggested that the field is open either to very crude approximations
with qualitative deductions, or to numerical investigations based
on Monte Carlo methods.

14. H. Grubin (United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford,
Conn.), "Hot Electron Effect in Semiconductor Devices." (U hour).

The semiconductor devices discussed principally by Dr. Grubin
are those exhibiting transfer of electrons from one valley of an
E vs. t dispersion curve to another valley, as is known to occur in
the Gunn effect. His chief thesis was that the usual velocity-field
curve obtained for steady state conditions and spatially uniform fields
is not necessarily applicable to the transient, or operating situation.
An example given was that for which momentum scattering time is much
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shorter than energy scattering time, resulting in drift velocity overshoot
in time. (This was also discussed by Ferry.)

Another example of overshoot occurs with rapid spatial electric
field changes. A third nonlinear effect is seen in the travelling
accumulation layer in Gunn devices, in which a travelling accumulation
layer segregates the electrons into two classes and causes a rapid
fall of field---much more than expected.

Grubin stated that it is not yet clear what influence these effects
will have in small-geometry devicesl but that it is clear that it
is incorrect to try to discuss the behavior of very small, highly doped
devices without examining transient relaxation phenomena.

15. N. Reggiani (Institute of Physics, Univ. of Modena, Modena, Italy),
"Time-of-Flight Techniques." (1 hour).

Dr. Reggiani reported on the time-of-flight measurements that
have been in progress using the 40-keV pulsed electron accelerator
of the Univ. of Modena. Here electrons bombard one side of a semicon-
ductor specimen that has an electric field impressed on it, to create
electron-hole pairs. One type of carrier is inuediately swept to
the frontl the other type drifts across the specimen. An analysis
of the induced current signal results in information on drift velocity
and diffusion coefficient.

The speaker elaborated on the details of the technique, some addi-
tional information obtainable, conditions to guard against, and compar-
isons with other methods such as measurement of diffusion coefficients
by the "white noise" technique.

In addition to the formal lectures outlined above, there were
a number of scheduled seminars, as follows:

1. L. Reggiani, "Hot Holes in Semiconductors."

2. H. Kahlert (Boltzmann Institute, Vienna, Austria), "Nonlinear Trans-
port in One-dimensional Conductors."

Dr. Kahlert reported on recent work aimed at establishing the
mechanisms underlying the large differences in conductivity for two
directions of such single crystal materials known as TTP-TCNO, KCP,
NbSe$, and the polymers polysulfur nitride and polyacetylene.

3. L.D. Laude (Universitd de L'stat a Mons, Belgium), "Optical Absorption
of Solids under Laser Irradiation."
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The speaker repurted on work carried out in connection with studies
of laser-induced nucleation in solids. It is thought that when solids
are irradiated with strong laser light, the band structure is changed
by the extra potentical of the light. As a result, the optical absorption
curve is altered.

4. A. Smirl, "Saturation and Picosecond Decay of Optical Absorption."

5. F. Koch (Physics Dept., Technische Universitat Mnchen, Garchiag,
Germany), "The Quasi-two-dimensional Inversion layer,"

Dr. Koch reviewed some of the interestitq quantum effects found
ir the very narrow inversion layer of a MOSFET. This medium is of
interest since its ultra-thin dimension makes it a quasi-two-dimensional
system.

6. H. Grubin, "Device Modelling."

The emphasis here was on gallium arsenidt. devices---both Gunn devices

and FETs. Both theoretical work (solutions ol Boltzmann equation)
and practical considerations (contacts) were discussed.

7. J.R. Barker and D.K. Ferry "Small Device Modelling."

As mentioned in an early part of this report, VLSI and the subsequent
submicroscopic geometries will bring in a number of problems that will
not permit simple scaling down of devices. It will be necessary to
understand the physics associated with such ultra-fine geometries.
A number of the problems were mentioned.

SUMMARY

As has been the practice with other Advanced Study Institutes,
the written text associated with the lectures (though not the seminars)
is to be published by Plenum Press as Proceedings of this ASI, in 1980.

Although not mentioned earlier in this report, readers will wish
to know that a number of the speakers referred to the well-known
work of Conwell on nonlinear transport time and again. The reference
is E.M. Conwell, I ieh Y'ield TPaneport in S; oonduotoi'., Sol id Statc
l'hAyoics, Supplement 9 (edited by Seitz, Turnbull, and Ehrenreich),
Academic Press, N.Y. (1967).

In summary, it can be stated that the organizers put together
a most comprehensive package that covered the field quite throughly,
so that anyone who was in attendance or those who will ultimately
read the Proceedings are or will be well informed of the many aspects
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of this subject. This does not mean that the persons who attendud
the ASI and were exposed to this subject for the first time could become
experts within the brief two-week period or, for that matter, that
the majority could follow the lectures dealing with theoretical topics
to any great degree, for the material really came at a fast and furious
pace. This ASI, indeed, justified in being an advanced study institute.
In fact, it was easy to observe that nearly all the questions during
the lectures were asked by individuals who had been working in the
field for some time, i.e., by other lecturers. Despite strong encour-
agment by the directors, there were very few questions asked by the
"students." Nevertheless, I believe this ASI should indeed be deemed
worthwhile, for it was an excellent introduction to an interesting
subject that can become the basis of much additional important work
for both theorists and experimenters.
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